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PURPOSEPURPOSE

YEAR PERFORMED 2003

•Parents are controversial subject today in youth sport. USA Tennis High Performance 
coaches frequently report problems with parents including shying away from competition, 
pressuring, and interfering with coaching.

•Yet, coaches recognize that parents are essential to developing the talent of young tennis 
players. They also have the ability to teach life lessons and skills through the sport.

•A paradox exists. Parents need to be involved and yet not too involved where they are 
detrimental to the experience youth have in tennis.

•Little scientific information exists regarding parenting junior tennis players. 

The study was designed to better understand the role that parents play in tennis success. 
Specifically, junior tennis coaches were sampled to identify effective and ineffective tennis 
parenting behaviors relative to parents’ interactions with players and coaches, and provide 
strategies to facilitate effective player, coach, and parent partnerships.

METHODMETHOD
•Focus group interviews were conducted with 24 experienced junior tennis coaches attending 
a high performance workshop. 

SAMPLESAMPLE
Who were the 24 high performance junior tennis coaches interviewed?

Average Age: 37 Years of Age     (Range: 27-54 Years)

Gender: 22 Male      2 Female

Ethnicity: Caucasian: 20      African-American: 3 (1 coach listed as ‘other’)

Years Coaching Experience: 14.94 Years Coaching (Range: 4.5-32 Years)

Average Number of Ranked Players Coached:

7.4 Sectionally Ranked Players

4.3 Nationally Ranked Players

Coaches’ experiences with junior tennis parents

•Coaches speculated that 70% of parents or more have a positive influence. However, there is a 
minority that creates problems and receives a great deal of notoriety. 

Why parent problems?
•Parents are demanding and have very high expectations because of the money they pay for 
their child in tennis,
•In some cultures parents are more apt to become over involved and create negative tennis 
experiences, and,
•Parents try to coach their own child when they are not trained as a coach.

Positive Parent-Player Interactions

•Top antecedents to positive parent-player interactions
•Appropriate child development perspective
•Emphasize child’s total development

Positive Parent-Player Interactions

Top 7 Parent-Player Positive Interaction Behaviors Exhibited by Parents 
1. Discipline child for poor behaviors/handles poor behaviors effectively 
2. Exhibit a balanced approach, supportive but not overbearing 
3. Provide financial support 
4. Stay calm and control emotions 
5. Sacrifice for child (time, effort) 
6. Focus on performance, not the outcome 
7. Provide unconditional love and caring 

 
Top consequences of positive interactions between parents and players
The junior player:

becomes a better person,
has enhanced friendships and social benefits,
takes a grounded, not above others perspective, and, 
has a positive experience.

Negative Parent-Player Interactions

Top 5 Parent Antecedents to Negative Parent-Player Interactions 
1. Want a return on their tennis investment (financial & time) 
2. Hold unrealistic/inappropriate expectations 
3. Adopt an outcome orientation 
4. Are competitive and make social comparisons of child 
5. Live through their child’s tennis 
 
Top 7 Parent-Player Negative Interaction Behaviors Exhibited by Parents 
1. Exhibit an outcome orientation 
2. Are negative and overbearing 
3. Apply pressure to win or perform 
4. Make tennis too serious 
5. Are over involved and controlling 
6. Compare child to other players 
7. Distract child during the match 
 

Top consequences of negative interactions between parents and players
Increased pressure on the player,
Development of player inhibited,
Lack of player motivation, and, 
Player distracted on-court.

Positive Parent-Coach Interactions
Top 3 ways parents facilitate coaches’ practice

Trust the coach,
Support the coach in general, and, 
Provide positive logistical and environmental support (e.g., scheduling, transportation, picking up balls).

Other Important Core Principles Related to the Role of Junior Tennis Parents

•The coach-parent relationship depends on the age, experience, & maturity of the coach (older coaches were 
perceived to be better at developing good relationships with parents),

•Parents need to focus on total child development and life skills,

•Coaches need to empathize and understand the parent, and,

•Coaches should set roles and boundaries for parents and players.

•Optimal Parent Push*Optimal push means that at times a parent needs to motivate a player because he or  
she is being lazy or is not doing what is needed to be successful, while at the same time not pressuring or 
inappropriately making the child do things against their well-being.

Does optimal push exist?

•The coaches felt that optimal push does exist but only when done correctly and it is a fine line between  
optimal pushing and pressuring/over pushing.

What does Optimal Parent Push Involve?

Positive Push Negative or Insufficient Push

1. Reinforcing preparation and hard work 1. Being under involved in child’s tennis

2. Making the child responsible and 2. Being over involved  with an outcome focus

live up to tennis commitments

3. Pushing core values (such as hard work) 3. Hesitating to push player

What factors influence optimal push?

•Child’s age, gender, and goals,

•Finding the middle ground between pushing and supporting, and,

•The parent and his or her personality.

Recommendations for Maximizing the Parent-Coach Partnership

Top 4 Recommendations to Coaches on Working with Tennis Parents

1. Identify and convey clear expectations and goals with parents and players

2. Educate parents and hold parent education meetings

3. Openly and effectively communicate with parents

4. Involve the parents

Top 4 Coach Recommendations to Tennis Parents

1. Talk less to your child about tennis off the court 

2. Voice negative issues to the coach not the child

3. Control your reactions to the outcome of the match/treat wins and losses the same

4. Develop the view that my sacrifice for my child’s tennis is normal/don’t expect a return on your investment 
(or at the least don’t express it to your child)

Top Coach Recommendations to the USTA

1. Educate coaches on working effectively with tennis parents

2. Disseminate tennis parent education information to parents via meetings and newsletters/articles

COACHING IMPLICATIONSCOACHING IMPLICATIONS

Core Principles Relative to the Role of Junior Tennis Parents
Top 4 Parent-Centered Core Principles Related to Role of Junior Tennis Parents

1. Parents need to implement optimal parenting strategies
2. Parent involvement in tennis is needed and important
3. Each parent is different and approach tennis differently
4. Parents place trust in the coach to work with their child
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